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Aim & structure 

§ Aim:  
● Challenge & discuss definitions at farm vs. field level 

§ Structure: 
● Definitions 
● Case study farm: Van den Borne 
● Methods: crop modelling & statistics 
● Results: potential yield & yield gap explaining factors 
● Discussion 
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Definitions: potential yield (Yp) at field level 

§ Maximum yield that can be achieved in a given physical 
environment and for a plant species 

§ Defining factors  
●  radiation intensity, [CO2], temperature, crop characteristics  

§ Management possible  
●  sowing date, sowing density, breeding 

§ Crop must have  
●  optimal water & nutrients 

●  no weeds, pests, diseases 
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Van Ittersum et al., 2003; 2013 

If constrained: Yp
 lower 

If constrained: yield gap 
Or: Yw instead of Yp 



Definitions: yield gap 

§ Difference between Yp (irrigated crops), or Yw (rainfed 
crops) and actual yields (Ya) 

§ 80% is exploitable 
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Lobell et al., 2009; Van Ittersum et al., 2013 

Ya at farm level: average? 
Exploitable on all fields or on average? 
Understanding yield variability is part of understanding  

     yield gaps within a farm 



Case study: Van den Borne 

§ ± 500 ha 
§ ± 120 fields, many rented 
§ Focus on potato 
§ Precision agriculture 
§ Data collection & mechanization 
§ Aiming to optimize yields 
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www.vandenborneaardappelen.com 



Case study: actual yields 
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Is highest yield (Yhf) the Yp? 
Haverkort & Struik (2015): Yp=90 ton ha-1  

Mean Ya in 2013: 59 ton ha-1 is 62% of Yhf (95 ton ha-1) 
Mean Ya in 2014: 66 ton ha-1 is 64% of Yhf (103 ton ha-1) 
 

How can these low 
yields be explained 
if management is 
optimal? 



Methods 

§ Assessing Yp at field level 
● SWAP-WOFOST 
● Calibrate on highest yielding field(s) 
● Frontier analysis 

§ Analysing yield gaps 
§ Yp- Yw

: Assessing Yw
 at field level 

● SWAP-WOFOST 
● Varying soil and precipitation 

§ Yhf - Ya: Explaining yield gaps 
● ANOVA, correlation, multiple regression & frontier 

analysis 
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Results: Yp 

§ Not all fields can be planted on the same day 

§ Frontier 
● Yp actual planting date < Yp optimal planting date 
● on average 9% lower 

§ WOFOST 
●   max. diff in Yp

 is 9% in 2013, 6% in 2014 
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Results: from Yp
 to Yw  

§ Only half of the fields can be irrigated 
●  Yw

 as benchmark for these fields?  
●  Then benchmark -29% in 2013, -4% in 2014 
●  Then yield gap ≈ 0 in 2013, similar as c.t. Yp in 2014 

§  But: irrigated fields not consistently higher Ya ... 
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Results: yield gap 

§ Precision agriculture across all fields 
§ Multiple regression explained: 25% in 2013; 15% in 2014 

● Field size, previous crop, spading, planting date, 
fertility class, soil water class, N, K, irrigated 
● Significant factors differ per year 

§ ‘Yield gap’ largely due to soil conditions: nematodes, .... 
§ Is this a yield gap, or do these fields have a different 

benchmark? 
● Farmer adjusts management to ‘potential’ of the field 
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interactions 



Discussion & conclusion I 

§ Exploitable yield is 80% of Yp
 (Lobell et al., 2009; Van 

Ittersum et al., 2013) 
●  Diminishing returns when farms approach ceiling yields 

§ Our results:  
●  Farms can approach ceiling yields, but only in few fields 

●  Farms are constrained to apply best management in all fields 
(sowing dates, irrigation) 

●  Different fields have different ‘potential’ due to soil properties 

§ So, is farm potential yield 
●  Same as field level?     
●  Constrained by sowing dates (& labour/capital)?  -9% 
●  Constrained by water (& labour/capital)?   -0 to -29% 
●  Constrained by soil (& labour/capital)?   ? 
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Discussion & conclusion II 

§ Yield gaps 
● Understanding yield variability is part of 

understanding yield gaps within a farm 
● Same farmer, same ‘optimal’ management, but 

different yield gaps 
● Environmental factors (soil) are more important 

than management factors 
§ Good farmer 

● Average yield 63% of Yhf 
● Range from 28% - 100% 
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